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Lateral transport of organic carbon across the terrestrial-
aquatic interface is often overlooked and under studied. There is
strong evidence that iron facilitates organic carbon transport and
storage in marine sediments [1] and it has been suggested that
iron and carbon binding occurs before reaching the water
sediment interface [2]. We explore the lateral transport of
organic carbon and iron in fjord catchments from areas of
forestry to coastal waters and sediments. Fjord systems have
recently been identified as significant terrestrial carbon stores [3]
and there is a global drive to increase forest cover. Establishing
the influence of land use, specifically forestry, on coastal
biogeochemical cycling is particularly important if afforestation
is to help mitigate climate change impacts, and to better
understand the impact of deforestation. This is relevant to
Scotland and other fjord nations.

Elemental and isotopic analysis are used to determine the
concentration and source of organic carbon in sea loch
sediments. To gain a better understanding of the mechanisms
behind terrestrial organic carbon-iron transport we use XRF,
XRD and Mӧssbauer spectroscopy to measure the concentration
and speciation of iron present. Sequential extractions allow the
pairing of reactive iron and organic carbon to be better
understood in fjord sediments. This project will incorporate
further analytical techniques such as biomarker analysis and
SEM to improve our understanding of biogeochemical cycling in
fjord systems across the terrestrial-aquatic interface.
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